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Synchronization of metronomes
James Pantaleone
Department of Physics, University of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska 99508

!Received 1 April 2002; accepted 24 June 2002"

Synchronization is a common phenomenon in physical and biological systems. We examine the
synchronization of two !and more" metronomes placed on a freely moving base. The small motion
of the base couples the pendulums causing synchronization. The synchronization is generally
in-phase, with antiphase synchronization occurring only under special conditions. The metronome
system provides a mechanical realization of the popular Kuramoto model for synchronization of
biological oscillators, and is excellent for classroom demonstrations and an undergraduate physics
lab. © 2002 American Association of Physics Teachers.
#DOI: 10.1119/1.1501118$

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Synchronization is the process where two or more systems
interact with each other and come to move together. It is
commonly observed to occur between oscillators. Synchro-
nization differs from the well-known phenomena of reso-
nance, where an oscillator responds to an external periodic
signal. Collections of oscillators are observed to synchronize
in a diverse variety of systems, despite the inevitable differ-
ences between the oscillators. Synchronization is a funda-
mental theme in nonlinear phenomena and is currently a
popular topic of research.1
Biology abounds with examples of synchronization.2,3

Populations of certain cicada species emerge simultaneously
with periods of 13 or 17 years.4 Huge swarms of fireflies in
South-East Asia gather in the same tree to flash in synchrony
!see, for example, Ref. 5". Networks of pacemaker cells in
the heart beat together.6 An example from psychology is the
synchronization of clapping in audiences.7 There are many
physical examples also. The voltage oscillations of supercon-
ducting Josephson junctions are observed to synchronize.8,9
Neutrino oscillations in the early universe may also exhibit
synchronized oscillations.10 More generally, synchronized
chaotic dynamics has been studied as a promising way of
exploiting chaotic systems.11
The earliest known scientific discussion of synchroniza-

tion dates back to 1657 when Christian Huygens built the
first pendulum clock.12 Huygens continued to refine the pen-
dulum clock, trying to develop a reliable timepiece for mari-
time use in order to solve the longitude problem.13 To im-
prove reliability and to allow for continued timekeeping
while one clock was being serviced, Huygens tried systems
of two pendulum clocks mounted on a common base. He
observed that the clocks would swing at the same frequency
and 180 degrees out of phase. This motion was robust—after
a disturbance the synchronized motion came back in about
one-half hour.14
Surprisingly, it appears that there have been relatively few

subsequent attempts at studying the synchronization of pen-
dulums. In 1906 Kortweg15 studied weakly coupled, small
amplitude motion of pendulums, but without any explicit
damping or driving in the analysis. Blekhman16 examined a
similar system experimentally and theoretically and found
two possible synchronized states; in-phase and antiphase mo-
tion, corresponding to phase differences of approximately 0
and 180 degrees. Recently, Bennett et al.14 have re-examined
and reproduced Huygens original results.

Here we examine a variant of Huygens’ original system,
two pendulum metronomes on a light, easily movable plat-
form. For small intrinsic frequency differences, the oscilla-
tors generally synchronize with a small phase difference, that
is, in-phase. This system makes an excellent classroom dem-
onstration: it can be assembled quickly, synchronization oc-
curs in a few tens of seconds, the mechanical motion is vi-
sually appealing, and the metronomes’ ticks provide an
added indication of the pendulum bob’s motion. The system
is also useful for an experimental study of synchronization.
The audible ticks !and/or the base motion" provide an easy
way to quantify the relative motion of the pendulum bobs.
The ticks can be recorded and used to study the approach to
synchronization and the small phase difference between the
synchronized metronomes.
The results are well described by a simple model. The

metronomes are described as van der Pol oscillators17 and
the coupling between the metronomes comes from the un-
damped motion of the base. Using this model, the absence of
the antiphase synchronization that Huygens and others ob-
served is readily explained. The large oscillation amplitudes
!45 degrees" of the pendulum bobs’ motion destabilize the
antiphase synchronization. However, antiphase synchroniza-
tion can be produced in the metronome system by either
adding large damping to the base motion, or by going to very
large oscillation frequencies.
From the model, approximate evolution equations are de-

rived using the method of averaging. These equations are
used to calculate stability diagrams showing the parameter
regions where the in-phase and the various possible an-
tiphase synchronization states exist. In a particular, experi-
mentally accessible parameter region, the approximate evo-
lution equations simplify to a single, effective, first-order
differential equation that is commonly used in textbook dis-
cussions of synchronization. We then consider many metro-
nomes and show that the effective phase evolution equations
are equivalent to the Kuramoto model, which is commonly
used to describe self-driven, biological oscillators.18,19 Sev-
eral possible extensions of the present work are given at the
end of this article.

II. METRONOME SYSTEM AND EQUATIONS OF
MOTION

Our system consists of two metronomes resting on a light
wooden board that sits on two empty soda cans !see Fig. 1".
The metronomes are Wittner’s Super-Mini-Taktell !Series

992 992Am. J. Phys. 70 !10", October 2002 http://ojps.aip.org/ajp/ © 2002 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Synchronized Phenomena of Oscillators
(Experimental and Analytical Investigation for Two Metronomes)

Yuichi SATO*4, Ken NAKANO,
Takuo NAGAMINE and Makoto FUSE

Saitama University, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering,
255 Shim0-ookubo, Urawa, Saitama, 338-8570 Japan

This paper describes expen甲ental and analytical investigation on synchronized phenomena
conducted with two metronomes on a base plate suspended by four wires. Two modes of synchron-
ized phenomena, 1. e., in-phase synchronization and ou卜oトphase synchronization, are experimen-
tally observed. The synchronization mode and frequency in synchronization is strongly in飢Ienced by
the natural frequency of the base plate. Calculated results based on a physical model of the
experimental apparatus show good agreement with the experimental ones, not only qualitatively but
also quantitatively.

Key Words : Synchronization, Entrainment, Phase-Locking, Frequency-Locking,Nonlinear Vibra-
tion, SelトExcited Vibration, Pendulum

1.緒　　　言

異なるリズムを持つ複数の周期的な現象が互いに影
響を及ぼし合うことにより,それらのリズムが同調す
る現象は,同期現象または引き込み現象と呼ばれてい
る0>-(4)最初の報告は17世紀オランダの科学者
Huygensまでさかのぼるといわれるこの現象は,覗
在までに,機械系,化学系,生物系など,様々な分野に
わたって報告されている(1卜(13)
例えば共通の構造系に設置された振動機械や回転機
械では,同期現象が発生して,構造系が大きく振動す
る場合がある. Blekhmanは,共通の構造系に設置さ
れた複数の振動子に現れる同期現象について検討し
た'". 2個の振動子については,それらを同一の固有
振動数を有する調和振動子として解析し,位相差Oo
または180-の同期現象が安定に存在することを示し
た(1)井上らは,不平衡ロ-タ(B)(8)(10)(12)転勤回転機
棉(6)自動平衡装置(6)クーロン摩擦を伴う強制自励
系(7)振動破砕機(9)調速機(ll)振動リフト(13)に関す

*原稿受付1999年3月18日.
*l正員,埼玉大学工学部(面338-8570滴和市下大久保255)
'- iKfcl.埼T <,一芸大.下院.
*3学生員,埼玉大学大学院.
E-mail : ysato@mech.saitama-u.ac.jp

る同期現象について検討した.共通の構造系に設置さ
れた複数の不平衡ロータについては,発生する同期現
象の形態およびそれらの発生条件を解析的に明らかに
した(5)(8)(10)(12)
本研究では,機械的な非線形振動子として,メトロ
ノームを考察の対象とした.共通の基礎に設置された
わずかに固有振動数の異なる2台のメトロノームにつ
いて,発生する同期現象を実験的・解析的に検討し
た.同期現象の発生による構造系の大振動の回避を念
頭に置いて,メトロノームと構造系の固有振動数の関
係に着目し,発生する同期現象の形掛こ及ぼす構造系
の固有振動数の影響を明らかにした.

2.実　　　験

2・1実験装置　　実験装置の概略図を図1に示す.
直径1mmの4本のワイヤで吊された木製の取付け
板(以後「台」と呼ぶ)と,その上に載せられた2台の
メトロノームとからなる.ワイヤは,正面から見ると
鉛直に,側面から見ると下に絞るように傾斜をつけて
あるため,台は横方向に振動しやすく,前後方向には
振動しにくい.
実験では, 2台のメトロノームの振動数の設定を1
Hzとしたが,実際には製造上の個体差があり,固定

-　9　-
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Crowd synchrony on the Millennium Bridge
Footbridges start to sway when packed with pedestrians falling into step with their vibrations.

Soon after the crowd streamed on
to London’s Millennium Bridge on
the day it opened, the bridge started
to sway from side to side: many
pedestrians fell spontaneously into
step with the bridge’s vibrations,
inadvertently amplifying them.
Here we model this unexpected
and now notorious phenomenon
— which was not due to the bridge’s
innovative design as was first
thought — by adapting ideas 
originally developed to describe the
collective synchronization of bio-
logical oscillators such as neurons
and fireflies. Our approach should
help engineers to estimate the
damping needed to stabilize other
exceptionally crowded footbridges
against synchronous lateral excita-
tion by pedestrians.

Existing theories1–6 of what hap-
pened on the bridge’s opening 
day focus on the wobbling of the
bridge but have not addressed the
crowd-synchronization dynamics. In our
approach, wobbling and synchrony are insep-
arable. They emerge together, as dual aspects
of a single instability mechanism, once the
crowd reaches a critical size. 

We model the bridge as a weakly damped
and driven harmonic oscillator 

M !B !KX"G sin#i (1)

where X(t) is the displacement of the relevant
lateral mode, and M, B and K are its modal
mass, damping and stiffness, respectively
(Fig. 1). Each pedestrian i"1,...,N imparts 
an alternating sideways force G sin#i to the
bridge, where G is the maximum force and the
phase #i(t) increases by 2$ during a full
left/right walking cycle. 

The bridge’s movement, in turn, is assumed
to alter each pedestrian’s gait according to 

"%i!CAsin(&'#i!() (2)

where the frequencies %i are randomly dis-
tributed with a density P(%), reflecting the
diversity of natural footfall rates across the
population; C quantifies pedestrians’ sensitiv-
ity to bridge vibrations of amplitude A(t) and
phase &(t) (defined such that X"Asin&,
dX/dt"%0Acos&, where %0"!K/M" is the

d#i!
dt

dX
!
dt

d2X
!
dt2

bridge’s resonant frequency); and ( is a phase
lag parameter. Equation (2) is hypothetical but
testable (see supplementary information), and
is consistent with the known response of other
biological rhythms to weak periodic stimuli7,8. 

To illustrate the dynamics inherent in the
model, Fig. 2 shows a simulation of a con-
trolled experiment2 performed on the Millen-
nium Bridge. As more and more people walk
on to the deck (Fig. 2a), there is no hint of

instability until the crowd reaches
a critical size, Nc, after which wob-
bling and synchrony erupt simul-
taneously (Fig. 2b, c). 

We can calculate Nc analytically,
using methods8–10 created to study
large systems of biological oscilla-
tors (see supplementary informa-
tion). To take the simplest case,
suppose ("$/2 and P(%) is sym-
metrical about %0 (also a ‘worst
case’ for the bridge, in the sense
that pedestrians then drive it most
efficiently). We find

Nc" (3)

where )"B/!4MK" is the damp-
ing ratio. All the parameters have
known values, except for C. Com-
paring our simulations with data
obtained from crowd tests on the
Millennium Bridge2, we estimate
C*16 m'1 s'1. Then, with no fur-

ther adjustable parameters, the model predicts
the synchronization timescale and the charac-
teristic amplitude of the wobbles shown in
Fig. 2 and in the actual experiments1,2. It also
accounts for the previously unexplained
empirical observation1 that the excitation force
generated by the crowd grows linearly with the
bridge’s amplitude (for calculations, see sup-
plementary information). 

By generalizing ideas that were developed in
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Figure 1 | Effect of pedestrian crowding on London’s Millennium Bridge. The
resonant lateral mode of vibration of the bridge (left) can be represented by 
a mass-spring-damper system (top, right). The angular phases (bottom) for
the bridge displacement X (left) and the individual pedestrian forces, Gsin#i
(right), are indicated (see text for definitions of variables). 

Figure 2 | Simulated outbreak of wobbling and
crowd synchronization on the Millennium Bridge.
a, Number of pedestrians, N, slowly increasing
stepwise, as used in a diagnostic wobble test2 on
the bridge’s north span in December 2000.
b, Predicted amplitude A"(X2!(%0

'1dX/dt)2)1/2

of the bridge’s resulting lateral vibrations.
c, Predicted degree of phase coherence among 
the pedestrians, as measured by the order
parameter9,10 R"N'1|+

N
j"1exp(i#j)|. For small

crowds, walkers are desynchronized and
randomly phased: hence R fluctuates and decays
as R*N'1/2. At a critical crowd size (dashed lines
in a–c), the bridge starts to sway and the crowd
starts to synchronize, with each process pumping
the other in a positive feedback loop; R and A
follow parallel time-courses (b, c), maintaining an
almost constant ratio. This predicts the empirical
observation1 that the crowd drives the bridge with
a force proportional to the bridge’s velocity (see
supplementary information for details). 
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SYNCHRONIZATION OF HUMAN WALKING OBSERVED 
DURING LATERAL VIBRATION OF A CONGESTED 

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE 

YOZO FUJINO* 
Department of Civil Engineering, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113. Japan 

BENITO. M. PACHECO 
Ammann and Whitney Consulting Engineers, New York. N Y  10014-3309, U.S.A 

SHUN-ICHI NAKAM URA * 
Bridge Engineering and Construction Division, Nippon Steel Corporation, Tokyo 100, Japan 

AND 

PENNUNG WARNITCHAI 
Division of Structural Engineering and Construction, Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand 

SUMMARY 
Observation of human-induced large-amplitude lateral vibration of an actual pedestrian bridge in an extremely 
congested condition is reported. Walking motions of pedestrians recorded by a video camera are analysed. It is found 
that walking among 20 per cent or more of the pedestrians on the bridge was synchronized to the girder lateral vibration. 
With this synchronization, the total lateral force from the pedestrians to the girder is evidently increased and it acts as a 
resonant force on the girder lateral vibration. 

INTRODUCTION 

Dynamic loading from motion of human walk is primarily vertical. The dominant frequency in vertical 
loading is about 2 Hz although it varies slightly depending upon the individual and on the purpose or type of 
walking.'T2 Harmonic components of vertical load from human walk are shown in Figure l(a)'. If a 
pedestrian bridge has a natural frequency close to 2 Hz in a vertical mode, resonant vertical vibration can 
potentially be induced by pedestrians. Indeed, this type of vibration with noticeable amplitudes occurred in 
many pedestrian bridges.' - 4  To avoid such vertical vibrations, the design specifications for pedestrian 
bridges in Japan require that the natural frequencies of the vertical modes should not be in the range of 

In comparison, human-induced lateral vibration in a bridge is hardly expected. Human motion is not 
straight to the direction of walking because a human walks by periodically shifting his/her weight from one 
leg to the other. Walking always follows a lateral zigzag body motion whose dominant frequency is about 
1 Hz [Figure l(b)]. The magnitude of the lateral force from human walk, however, is smaller by one order 
than the vertical force, as shown in Figure 1(b)2. Nevertheless, it should be noted that human-induced lateral 

1.5-2.3 Hz. 

*Professor. 
'Engineer. 
'Section Manager. 
OAssistant Professor. 
IIFormerly, Department of Civil Engineering, The University of Tokyo. 
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Figure 3. Congested condition 

amplitudes of some of I 

1 : Vertical and horizontal directions in the girder 
2: Vertical directions in the girder 
3: In-plane 8 out-of-plane directions of C8 cable (Left, Right) 
4: In-plane 8 out-of-plane directions of C9 cable (Left) 
5: In-plane & out-of-plane directions of C10 cable (Left) 

Figure 4. Positions and directions of installed accelerometers 

e vibrating cables were found to be of the order of 30 cm. It was in :resting to note 
that different cables vibrated at different times, depending upon the level of congestion. The weight of 
pedestrians on the bridge changes the cable tension; consequently the first natural frequencies of the cables 
change. Then cables tuned to the lateral girder motion are changed. That is why different cables vibrated 
depending upon the level of the congestion. 

The authors experienced this lateral vibration of the bridge. When the vibration was large, of course, we 
could feel the vibration even while walking and that our walking was disturbed. While passing the bridge, 

Y. Fujino et al, Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics, 2, 741-758, 1993
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1/fノイズによる共通ノイズ同期

弛張発振器

弛張発振器1/fノイズ
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振動子 (弛張発振器)
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